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PREFACE 
 
Project management education and research are always an important issue for both the 
academic and private sector. Thus, the aim of the conference is to help members to improve the 
level of their project management education, and at the same time, facilitate defining new aims 
of researches, which could be beneficial for professionals. 
 
Nowadays, project management is a complex issue, which is difficult to teach or analyse. There 
are numerous approaches, methodologies, frameworks or guidelines, which could be applied 
by professionals to manage their projects effectively and efficiently. Thus, academics have a 
difficult task to find the most efficient way of teaching, since they need to merge these 
aforementioned project management phenomena and consider the characteristics of the 
students. However, the most suitable way varies country by country, sector by sector, or student 
by student. This further increases the need for this conference where researchers, academic 
people and professionals can share their experience and reveal those best practices, which can 
be applied by others to increase the level of project management education and the profession. 
At the same time, there are numerous researches and popular topics that are needed to be 
analysed in each year. Since the world is always changing, and the change hasn’t been more 
rapid than nowadays, these popular topics change year by year. Thus, researchers are in doubt 
whether their researches are up-to-date enough or the analyses are done in the most efficient 
manner. They usually receive numerous comments or potential way to upgrade from colleagues, 
but the need for other perspectives or external opinions is inevitable. This further increases the 
need for this conference, where researchers can share their research results or research ideas, 
and get comments or suggestions by international academic people to improve their current 
researches or launch new ones. 
 
This collection of conference papers collects those presentations or papers which are presented 
or published by the researchers/academic people in PMUni 2016 Workshop. PMUni and their 
members are dedicated to share their latest project management education experience or 
research results, and help others to gather ideas based on which they can improve their level of 
education or research activity. These are collected in this conference book. 
This book is split into three. The first chapter is dedicated to researches, the second chapter is 
dedicated to teaching methodologies, and the third chapter contain those presentations which 
does not have a conference paper.   
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RISK MANAGEMENT IN RELOCATION PROJECTS 
 
József Lengyel 
Corvinus University of Budapest, Hungary 
jozsolengyel@gmail.com 
 
 
Abstract: This paper reports on concept of my PhD study which is based on risk management of 
relocation project. In frame of relocation projects a production capacity of factory is moved from the 
home to the host country by a multinational firm. In my research topic I want to analyse the current 
risk management methods in these projects. With result of the research I will develop modified 
method which can be more efficient to manage risk different goals of relocation project from time, 
cost and quality aspects. In the end I will select one relocation project to apply a suggested 
management method. In this summary I want to introduce my research topic, research questions, 
research goal and my assumption in term of my research.  
 
Keywords: critical success factors, risk management, risk management in relocation projects 
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1. Introduction 
 
From the last decades up to now many multinational firms have established new factories. The main 
reasons of these investments are to reduce labour and transport cost, economies of scale, bypass host 
country’s protective mechanisms. One part of these investments is a relocation thus the firms can 
increase competitiveness by splitting production and services between various locations. But what do 
the relocations mean exactly? Based on definition these mean if production capacities are moved 
from the home to the host country by a multinational firm. The company terminates the production 
of some goods, components or services in the home country, transfers the capacities in another 
country and imports (or exports to other markets) the given product from that foreign subsidiary. This 
relocation generates FDI and international trade (Hunya & Sass, 2005). This relocation will be 
realized in frame of project which must be executed the following activities: 
• Selecting layout/location: Production are is selected adequate location or layout in case of existing 
of factory.  
• Equipment condition review: Accurate and detailed layout drawings of the donor facility where the 
equipment is currently located are required to plan for equipment location within the destination 
facility. These drawings also enable engineers provide the designs to accommodate the necessary 
utilities (Stivender ,2009) 
• Equipment database and identification: After the equipment condition review it can be identified 
which equipments could be relocated. All equipment information should be added to an equipment 
spreadsheet or database further on because of identification. 
• Equipment relocation: In this activity there is movement of the old identified equipment. According 
to equipment-specific instructions process of this activity is disconnection, dismantling, preparing 
to transporting (packaging with protecting, loading), transporting, unloading, reconnection and 
startup.  
• New equipment ordering: Instead of old unadaptable equipment new machine should be ordered. 
The process is according to available parameters choosing an equipment, transporting, installation. 
• Defining a new supply chain: Because of physical distance, transport cost, shorter delivery time   
new supply chain concept is define for parts and components.   
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• Product design review: In the course of relocation theres is an opportunity that the product can be 
redesigned because of product cost saving, easier assembly. 
 
The relocation project can be divided to two phases. In the following table I try to introduce which 
phases contain what kind of activities: 
Figure 1: Project plan with the main activities 
 
Source: own compilation 
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2. Literature review 
 
2.1. Why is it important to manage the risks in the relocation project? 
 
In my opinion the unsuccessful relocation project can bring loss of profit because one company  is 
not on stream with serial products which can cause reduction of number of customers and repute. The 
following reasons would be mentioned by my personal experiences: 
• Market supply chain problems in the course of relocation project: It could be critical if the project 
will delayed because of deadline of the relocation. There are many reasons of this problem,for 
example we cannot supply the market  with serial production because the relocation is not 
completed. 
• Quality problems after start of production: After a relocation quality problem can appear because 
of lack of experiences, know-how etc. 
• Higher unexpected project cost: There are no guarantees on any project. The easiest activity could 
turn into unexpected problems (legal, machinery, production system e.t.c.)  which can cause more 
cost that it was planned earlier.  
• Undefined responsibility by ad hoc activities: In the course of projects ad hoc activities certainly 
come up them nobody is assigned. Based on my experience in this case it depends on the project 
managers  and project teams how can they solve the problems.  
 
On the other hand Grant (1999), Hötzeneder (2004), Beschnidt and Ristock (2006) collected the 
following typical problems and factors for success according to operative oriented research at similar 
projects.  
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Table 1: Typical problems and factor for success at relocation projects 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Operative oriented research by Grant (1999), Hötzeneder (2004), Beschnidt and Ristock 
(2006) 
 
Typical problems Factor for Succes 
Transparent project 
management 
Detailed project 
preparation/planning 
Language, cultural or 
communications problems 
Clear target definition 
Wrong location/strategy Careful preparation of hardware 
Fluctuation of employees Experience 
Climate of weather issues Suitable project managment 
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3. Research and research model 
 
3.1. Research topic 
According to my plan I will follow the next steps in my research:  
• Analyze the current risk management methods at relocation projects in a different size of 
companies 
• Based of the result of the research the next step is to develop modified method which can be more 
efficient to manage risk different goals of relocation project (time, cost, quality) 
• Select one relocation project to apply a suggested management method 
 
3.2. Research goal 
 
With my research my goal is to sum up risk management methods that are applied in relocation 
projects. Second I will make a proposal to modify risk management method at one analyzed project. 
At the end I want to find one critical project and after that I try to test my new method on this project. 
Up to this point I have not defined on which project can I try the modified the existing method. 
 
3.3. Research question  
I have framed two questions in terms of my research:  
• What kind of risk management tools do companies use at relocation project? 
• How are the risk management tools present in the projects? How much do these build into the 
project culture? How can these support a decision-making process? 
 
3.4. Hypothesis of Risk management in relocation projects 
I. The risk assessment and management is not emphasized in the course of projects because of 
project novelty.  
II. The relocation project’s risks mainly have an effect on project schedule and project budget 
because the relocation will be realized anyhow. 
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III. The company size correlates to the applied risk management tools. 
IV. Before project start it must be prepared to the market supply from serial products. 
V. Recognition of law and cultural risks do not get a part in the risk management in the projects.    
VI. In the course of risk management, a handing down factory does not calculate with local 
stakeholder’s opposition which could slow the relocation process. 
VII. Before of project start the development of supply chain concept should get a bigger role than 
nowadays. 
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4. Summary 
 
The main aim of my research is to support the project managers and their teams in the relocation 
project. There are many different risk management methods, which is not always applied to the 
current projects. Hopefully with my research I can create or modify a risk management method with 
them the relocation projects will be successful from viewpoint of cost, time and quality. 
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FACTORS OF IT PROJECT SUCCESS AND FAILURE IN 
HUNGARY 
 
Márta Aranyossy, Bálint Blaskovics 
Corvinus University of Budapest 
marta.aranyossy@uni-corvinus.hu, balint.blaskovics@uni-corvinus.hu 
 
 
Abstract:  The paper aims to analyse the project failure factors of Hungarian IT projects and the 
expected project management competencies by IT professionals. Based on a 124-element 
sample, it can be concluded the leading failure factors are related to planning and stakeholder 
management, while the softer competencies, like communication and flexible leadership, are 
considered to be more important than the classic, harder. Thus an ideal project manager should 
focus on stakeholders to a great extent and apply appropriate communication and leadership 
style, however, the quantitative project management elements, like planning, shouldn’t be 
neglected. 
 
Keywords: IT project management, project failure factors, competencies of the project 
manager
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1. Introduction 
 
Project success is always an important issue for companies, no matter whether they are state-
owned, for profit or non-profit oriented. At the same time, it is an important phenomenon for 
the academic sector as well. The importance derived from the fact that, despite the high amount 
of money spent on projects, the success rate still can be considered to be very low. Almost 20% 
of the World’s GDP is spent on projects (World Bank, 2005), but the success rate is still a bit 
lower than 40% - after a considerable improvement (cf. Standish Group, 2009; 2013). At the 
same time, 20-40% of the projects are cancelled before the closure(cf. Kappelman, McKeeman, 
& Zhang, 2006). Based on these facts, researchers examined projects and project success (see 
e.g. Blaskovics, 2014; Cserháti, & Szabó, 2013; Fortune, & White, 2006; Görög, 2013). 
Researchers identified various reasons for failures, like (cf. Blaskovics, 2014): 
 Inappropriate project scope definition. 
 Lack of the competencies of project manager and project team. 
However, the reasons for not achieving project success is more widespread and the discipline 
still does not have a complete picture about it (cf. Blaskovics, 2014). Based on that, the paper 
aims to identify the most important reasons for failure. 
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2. Literature review 
 
2.1. Definition of projects 
Projects are the way of implementing strategy and in this way, there is a strong focus on their 
output. Projects at first were defined by their basic components; the project triangle. Thus they 
were characterised by the completion date, the quality parameters and the cost of completion 
(cf. Gaddis, 1959). Later, the result-orientation became very important and they were defined 
as the project result, which is the output created in terms of the projects (see eg. PMI, 2006). 
Görög (2013) emphasized projects are one-time and unique, which differentiate them from 
mass production. At the same time, they are always carried out in the course of a project 
organization. The latter characteristics was also pointed out by Verzuh (2008), and Lundin and 
Söderholm (1995) as well.  
Based on all these features, the definition of Fekete and Dobreff (2003, pp. 9) can be considered 
as complete and it is as follows: 
‘…we consider those tasks as projects that are: 
1. well defined and help to achieve significant (strategic) goals, 
2. requiring the integration of many organizations due to the demand for the complex 
professional knowledge, 
3. not to be organized into the activities of those departments that operate based on the classic 
responsibility limitations, 
4. finished in a well-defined timeframe, 
5. operating in-between properly set budget boundaries, 
6. unique and novel, because projects are always risky 
7. requiring dynamic fulfilment (conditions can change throughout the processes).’ 
Thus projects are those one-time, unique set of activities which have a time and cost constraint, 
having a definite goal (project result) and always carried out in a project organization under the 
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management of a project manager (cf. Fekete, & Dobreff, 2003; Görög, 2013; PMI, 2013; 
Verzuh, 2008) 
2.2. Understanding of project and project success 
The understanding of projects and project success developed in accordance with the definition 
of projects throughout the decades and nowadays both can be considered to be a holistic and 
complex phenomenon.  
The early understandings of projects were mainly concentrating on the implementation process 
and the focus was the timely and costly completion, and the required parameters (cf. Gaddis, 
1959; Olsen, 1971). Thus this era considered projects in a process-oriented way. Later, Lundin 
and Söderholm (1995) revealed that projects are temporary organizations and this brought an 
organization focus to projects. Hence projects can be considered as temporary organizations as 
well. At the same time, Cleland (1994) pointed out that projects are the means of delivering the 
beneficial change defined by the strategy, thus they are strategic building blocks at the same 
time. It is important to note that these understandings are not mutually exclusive, in contrary, a 
project has a threefold understanding in most of the case. Therefore projects are processes, 
temporary organizations and strategic building blocks at the same time. 
The development of the understanding of project success has four eras (Judgev & Müller, 2005). 
In the first era, which was characteristic to the 1950s and 1960s, projects were understood as 
successful, as the classic project triangle parameters (time, cost and quality) met with the 
predefined ones. However, after the oil crises and due to this, downfall of long-term planning, 
a more dynamic approach towards project success was needed. Authors and practitioners 
highlighted the need for the consideration of client and other stakeholder satisfaction besides 
the classic project triangle (cf. Atkinson, 1999; Cooke-Davies, 2002; Ligetvári, & Berényi, 
2015). The third era, which characterised the ‘90s, were focusing on the strategic orientation 
and the integration of the different project success elements. Thus a holistic, strategic approach 
was needed towards projects success (cf. Görög, 1996; 2003). The fourth era, which came with 
the advent of the new millennium enhanced the need for the strategic orientation due to the 
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characteristic of the modern, unified world, like the internet, rapid development of the IT, 
globalization, outsourcing, and sustainability (cf. Csubák, & Szijjártó, 2011; Deutsch, & 
Berényi, 2016; Mészáros, 2010). Thus project success contains the following factors (cf. Judgev 
& Müller, 2005): 
 Classic project triangle. 
 Client and stakeholder satisfaction. 
 Strategic orientation. 
 Importance of the interrelationships of the project success elements. 
The different aspects of the definition of projects, understanding of the projects and project 
success are summarized in the following table: 
Table 1: Alignment of the definition of project, and understanding of project and project 
success 
Focus of the 
definition of the 
project 
Understanding of 
project 
Understanding of 
project success 
classic project 
triangle 
project as process project success 
expressed in terms 
of project triangle 
project result focus project as process project success 
expressed in terms 
of project triangle 
project internal and 
external 
environment/features 
project as temporary 
organization 
importance of the 
client and other 
stakeholders 
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project internal and 
external 
environment/features 
project as building 
blocks 
strategic orientation 
Source: own compilation 
This highlights that both the definition of project, and the understanding of project and project 
success are complex. Hence there is a special need to analyse the components in a more detailed 
manner. However, the focus of the research is project success, in this way the paper continues 
with the analysis of project success. 
2.3. Project Success 
Project success – as it was highlighted before – is a complex phenomenon. It consists of two 
components: success criteria and (critical) success factors (Blaskovics, 2014). The first 
component contains those base values based on which the scale of the project success can be 
defined (Görög, 2013). The latter component contains those factors which contributes to project 
success to a great extent.  
2.4. Success Criteria 
The evaluation of project success – just like the understanding of projects – is a complex 
activity. The early approaches (like Kerzner, 1992; Lim, & Mohammed, 1999) were focusing 
on the project triangle, ie. the project was completed on time, in budget and with the required 
quality. However, in accordance with the development of the understanding of project success, 
this was enhanced by the client and stakeholder satisfaction (see eg. Görög, 1996; Szabó, 2012). 
The first criterion analyses whether the project could contribute to the strategy in a scale as it 
was intended. The latter criterion analyses whether the stakeholders were satisfied with the 
project result and/or project process. Therefore nowadays, projects should be evaluated by 
means of three components: 
 project triangle (time, cost, quality), 
 client satisfaction, 
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 stakeholder satisfaction. 
Authors highlight that this triple criterion-system is suitable to evaluate every project 
(Blaskovics, 2014). It is worth to mention that alternative evaluation models were also 
developed (see eg. Toor, & Ogunlana, 2010; Yu, Flett, & Bowers., 2005), usually with a focus 
on financial performance. The financial parameters of the projects cannot be neglected, since it 
has a direct impact on the financial parameters of the company (cf. Virág, Fiáth, Kristóf, & 
Varsányi, 2013; Virág & Kristóf, 2005), but these evaluation systems cannot be generalized, ie. 
cannot be applied in every project.  
2.5. Critical Success Factors 
Critical success factors increase the potential for achieving project success (Cooke-Davies, 
2002; Fortune, & White, 2006). In accordance with the understanding of project success, first 
researchers were focusing on the hard, quantitative factors, however, nowadays soft, qualitative 
ones are as important as the others (Blaskovics, 2014). Due to the high number of success 
factors, it is advisable to form critical success factor groups, which summarize the most 
important factors (cf. Blaskovics, 2014; Fortune & White, 2006; Görög, 2013; Standish Group, 
2013). These are as follows (Blaskovics, 2014, pp. 57-58): 
 Clarity of the underlying strategic objectives of the project.  
 Scope definition of the project. 
 Continuous communication amongst the project team members (including the user’s 
involvement and the support of the senior management).  
 Reliability of the project triangle and the availability of the resources needed.  
 Competency of the project manager and his/her leadership style.  
 Competency of the project team and the team’s motivation.  
 Risk management.  
 Change management.  
 Organizational and environmental characteristics. 
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2.6. Critical failure factors 
Parallel with the critical success factors, critical failure factors emerged (see eg. Al-Ahmad et 
al., 2009; Kappelman et al.., 2006; Turner, 2004). These embodies those elements, which 
contribute to project success to a great extent. Another definition is derived from Turner (2004), 
ie. if these factors are not managed properly, the potential for project failure increases. In the 
IT-industry, researchers tend to focus project success from this perspective due to the special 
complexity, high risk exposure and the low level of success rate (cf. Aranyossy, Blaskovics, & 
Horváth2015). Al-Ahmed et al. (2009) approach towards project failure from the perspective 
of risk factors. They grouped risk factors to the following components: 
 project management, 
 top management, 
 technology, 
 organization, 
 complexity, 
 process. 
So the authors concluded that these components, or from the perspective of Turner, critical 
failure factors can cause project failure to the biggest extent. Kappelman et al. (2006) identified 
similar elements grouping according to people-related and process-related risks. Nelson (2007) 
came to a similar conclusion, he highlighted human, procedural, product and technological 
factors as the most important reasons for failure.  
2.7. Role of the Project Manager 
No matter whether the project success is examined from a positive (critical success factor) or a 
negative (critical failure factor) perspective, the role or the competence of the project manager 
is one of the top position of any list that is dedicated to summarize the most important factors 
(see eg. Fortune, & White, 2006). The competence of the project manager is very widespread, 
as well as the role of the project manager. Görög (2013) differentiates project manager’s 
competencies and project management competencies. The latter contains those elements which 
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is related to the knowledge, skill and attitude of the project manager (cf. Cleland, 1994), thus 
the learnt skills. The previous, the project manager’s competencies contain the leadership style 
and the personal characteristics. Görög (2013) highlights that, a project manager should be 
innovative (creative), optimistic, good team builder, good motivator, should build trust easily 
and should have a high emotional intelligence. Parallel with Görög, other authors also defined 
the ideal project manager. Dulawicz and Higgs (2003) identified three important elements; 
intellectual competencies, managerial competencies and emotional competencies, ie. a project 
manager should have threefold skills. Pinto (2000) emphasized the importance of the ability to 
manage stakeholders. While others derived project managers should have a high empathy or to 
be a good motivator (see eg. Clarke, 2010; Goleman, 2004; cf. Barna & Deák, 2012; Görög, 
2013). Thus it can be stated a good project manager is strong at: 
 managing stakeholders, 
 managing tasks, 
 solving problems. 
2.8. Criticism against Critical Success Factors 
Although critical success factors became more and more popular during the decades (cf. 
Fortune & White, 2006), a few crucial criticisms were raised against the use of them. These are 
as follows: 
 The importance of critical success factors can change during the completion of the 
project (Fortune & White, 2006). 
 Critical success factors on their own neglects the interrelationships among each other, 
and in some cases, they can be more important than the factors themselves (Fortune & 
White, 2006). 
 Researchers usually consider project success as a homogenous term, do not differentiate 
it according to the project triangle, client and stakeholder satisfactions (Görög, 2013). 
 Görög (2013) also points out that, since projects are unique and one-time, it is hard to 
identify a meaningful critical success (or failure) factors. 
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Despite the numerous critiques, researchers tend to neglect to consider them. The number of 
papers which aim to deal at least one of these critiques is low compared the number of those 
which identify critical success factors (Fortune & White, 2006). Therefore, a paper which 
considers at least one of these critiques could contribute to the literature on project success to a 
great extent. 
2.9. Summary of Literature Review 
Project success is a complex phenomenon with an input (critical success or failure factors) and 
an output (success criteria) orientation. Both approaches have an abundant literature, 
researchers tend to identify success criteria or certain critical success factors. From the latter, 
the role of the project manager or the project teams bears of great importance (cf. Blaskovics, 
2014). However there are still gaps in the literature. Critical success or failure factors have 4 
considerable shortcomings (which were expressed by researchers in terms of critiques), and if 
researchers tend to focus on least one of them, it could improve the relevance of the paper to a 
great extent.  
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3. Research and Research Model 
 
The research aim was to analyse project success in Hungarian IT companies. In order to do so, 
there was a need to identify critical failure factors, identify the importance of these critical 
failure factors, and – considering the shortcomings of these factors – identify the 
interrelationships among them. At the same time – in order to be holistic – there was a need to 
map the competencies of the project manager. Thus, there was a need to identify the most 
important competencies, the factors having an impact on them (gender, experience, role) and 
whether these change in time or not.  
Based on this, there is a potential to form groups (components) in which the critical failure 
factors are strongly interrelated with each other. This can be helpful for practitioners and 
consultancies to improve project management knowledge, trainings or avoid critical failures 
during project management, and thus, the potential for achieving project success.  
Considering research aim, research questions were formulated which were as follows: 
Table 2: Research questions 
IT project failure factors Project manager characteristics for 
success 
RQ1: Are the following factors all perceived 
to be critical factors of IT project failure in 
Hungary? 
 Change of project scope;  
 Underestimating costs/time; 
 Lack of documented requirements and/or 
success criteria;  
 No business case for the project;  
 Insufficient resources allocation;  
 Personal resistance of stakeholders;  
 Lack of top management support;  
 Lack of stakeholder involvement and/or 
participation;  
RQ5: Are the following characteristics all 
perceived to be important competencies of IT 
project managers for project success in 
Hungary? 
 Leadership;  
 Attitude;  
 Ability to communicate at multiple levels;  
 Written skills;  
 Education;  
 PMP certification;  
 PM methodology knowledge;   
 Project subject or product knowledge;  
 Technical expertise;  
 Experience;  
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 Communication deficiency among 
stakeholders;  
 Team members lack requisite knowledge 
and/or skills;  
 Weak commitment of project team; 
 Lack of project management 
methodology;  
 Lack of project management office;  
 Lack of top management knowledge of 
product capabilities. 
 Length of prior engagements;  
 Past team size;  
 Ability to deal with ambiguity and 
change;  
 Ability to escalate. 
RQ2: Are there significant differences in the 
importance of IT project failure factors in 
Hungary in comparison to similar US 
findings? 
RQ6: Are there significant differences in the 
importance of IT project manager 
characteristics in Hungary in comparison to 
similar US findings? 
RQ3: Do the respondents’ gender, 
experience or role in the project influence the 
perceived importance of IT project failure 
factors? 
RQ7: Do the respondents’ gender, 
experience or role in the project influence the 
perceived importance of IT project manager 
characteristics? 
RQ4: Is the ranking of the IT project failure 
factors stable in time? 
RQ8: Is the ranking of the project manager 
characteristics stable in time? 
Source: own compilation 
The base for the research questions were twofold (besides the research aim): 
1. The identified critical failure factors of Kappelman et al. (2006), which were extended 
by three factors based on the project success literature. These are the lack of project 
management methodology, lack of project management office and lack of top 
management knowledge of product capabilities (cf. Bhattacherjee, 1998; Görög, 2013; 
PMI, 2013).  
2. The competencies identified by Stevenson and Starkweather (2010). However, the 
overlaps were filtered and the alignment with Kappelman et al.’s (2006) critical failure 
factors took place. Thus verbal skills and work history were excluded from the factors, 
and project subject, product knowledge, and project management methodological 
knowledge.  
3.  
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3.1. Measures, Data Collection and Analytic Methods 
In order to answer the aforementioned research questions, a questionnaire were adapted from 
Kapelman et al. (2006), and Stevenson and Starkweather (2010), and modified in a way 
described before. Thus the basic questionnaire is a validated by the aforementioned researchers 
and further reinforced by McIntyre and Szabó (2006). 
However, it is worth to note that, both Kappelman et al. (2006), and Stevenson and 
Starkweather (2010) conducted the questionnaire for people working in the United States. Thus, 
the results collected in the course of this research can be compared to the original ones, and this 
might reveal the differences among Hungarian and US project management. 
The target group of the questionnaire was the IT professionals, thus professional organizations 
(like PMSZ) were asked to help spreading it. The required level of experience (thus the filtering 
criterion) was 1 year in order to have at least a minimum level of knowledge about the industry, 
which increases the relevance of the research.  
The questionnaire were consisted of three parts: 
1. Demographical or personal questions (like gender or years of experience). 
2. Importance of the aforementioned critical failure factors, ie. how critical the failure 
factors are.  
3. Importance of the aforementioned project management competencies, ie. how important 
the competencies are.  
In the course of the first part, the IT professionals could answers in a free text style, while in 
the course of the second and third part, they should evaluate the factors/competencies on a 5-
point Lickert-scale (1 is not important, 5 is extremely important). 
The survey took part in three steps, in 2011, 2013 and 2015 with a sample size of 57, 15 and 52 
people. This could give a cross-sectional aspect of the research (instead of a longitudinal), 
which further increases the relevance of it. 
Altogether there were 124 answers and the division of them was as follows: 
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Table 3: Sample size and composition 
Professional roles Experience 
Project manager 78 1-3 years 32 
Project workgroup leader 39 4-10 years 51 
Project member 72 11-16 years 19 
Project management 
office 
19 16-20 years 8 
Functional manager 16 More than 20 years 8 
Project sponsor 12 No data 6 
Outside advisor 40   
Other contractor 17   
Year of data collection Gender 
2011 57 Female 43 
2013 15 Male 81 
2015 52   
Source: own compilation 
The results were analysed by descriptive statistics, one-way ANOVA and principal component 
analysis (cf. Kaiser, 1958; Labovitz, 1967). 
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4. The Results 
 
The first part of the questionnaire was mentioned before. As it can be seen, the most common 
answer was project manager for the role, 4-10 years of experience and male as a gender, 
however, every other answers could be found as well. 
The second and third part of the questionnaire should be split into three. First, the results should 
be analysed without differentiation (of course with a special attention to the original results). 
Then there is a need to consider, whether the different demographic or personal features have a 
significant (α<5%) impact on the importance (rate) of the different factors. Last, there is a need 
to consider, whether there could be components created among the factors by means of principal 
component analysis (with Varimax rotation) or not. 
4.1. Descriptive Analysis of Project Failure Factors 
The results of the analyses are summarized in the following table: 
Table 4: Perceived importance of project failure factors 
IT project failure 
factors  
Mo
de 
Medi
an 
Mea
n 
Std. 
deviati
on 
95% 
Confidence 
interval of 
mean 
Critical 
(4) and 
extreme
ly 
critical 
(5) 
frequen
cy 
Kappelm
an et 
al.’s 
(2006)  
means 
(on a 7-
point-
scale) 
Low
er 
Uppe
r 
Underestimating 
costs/time 
4 4 4.00
8 
0.933 3.83
1 
4.169 93 - 
Communication 
deficiency among 
stakeholders 
4 4 3.91
1 
0.893 3.74
2 
4.065 86 6.17 
Lack of top management 
support 
4 4 3.62
9 
1.179 3.42
7 
3.847 73 6.59 
Change of project scope 4 4 3.47
6 
1.172 3.25
8 
3.685 67 5.85 
Personal resistance of 
stakeholders 
4 3.5 3.42
7 
1.127 3.21
8 
3.637 62 - 
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Insufficient resources 
allocation 
3 3 3.33
9 
1.058 3.15
3 
3.532 54 6.12 
Lack of stakeholder 
involvement and/or 
participation 
3 3 3.30
6 
1.037 3.12
9 
3.500 54 6.32 / 
6.16 
Lack of documented 
requirements and/or 
success criteria 
4 3 3.27
4 
1.178 3.07
3 
3.476 57 6.58 / 
6.22 
Lack of top management 
knowledge of product 
capabilities 
4 3 3.25
8 
1.051 3.06
5 
3.435  - 
Team members lack 
requisite knowledge 
and/or skills 
3 3 3.22
6 
1.139 3.04
0 
3.452 49 6.16 
Weak commitment of 
project team 
3 3 3.12
1 
1.266 2.88
7 
3.339 46 6.17 
Lack of project 
management methodology 
2 3 2.78
2 
1.180 2.58
1 
2.976 38 5.67 
No business case for the 
project 
2 2 2.46
8 
1.158 2.25
0 
2.661 25 6.11 
Lack of project 
management office 
2 2 2.01
6 
0.865 1.87
1 
2.185 6 - 
Source: own compilation 
As it can be seen, the most important failure factor in Hungary is the underestimating of time 
and/or costs, however, the communication deficiency among stakeholders can be considered 
extremely important (both are found to be critical by more than 65% of the respondents). At the 
same time, the lack of project management methodology, business case and (especially) project 
management office are considered to be less important failure factors. The lack of business case 
is surprising, compared to the literature, the reasons behind this need more researches. 
It is interesting to see that Kappelman et al.’s (2006) results are different. However, their 
confidence interval is unknown, but it seems, every factor plays an important role for failure.   
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4.2. Significant Differences of Failure Factors by Experience, Role, Gender and 
Year of Data Collection 
The results are summarized in the following table: 
Table 5: Significant differences of perceived failure factors by experience, role, gender and 
year of data collection 
Professional roles 
Full 
sample 
mean 
Sub-samples 
Sub-
sample 
mean 
Sig. 
Underestimating costs/time 4.008      
Communication deficiency among 
stakeholders 
3.911 Project member 
Project sponsor 
Year 2015 data 
16-20 years of 
experience (median=5) 
20+ years of experience  
4.069 
4.417 
3.615 
4.750 
 
4.500 
.020 
.039 
.003 
.008 
 
.008 
Lack of top management support 3.629 16-20 years of 
experience (median=5) 
4.875 .013 
Change of project scope 3.476 16-20 years of 
experience 
2.375 .016 
Personal resistance of stakeholders 3.427 Other contractor 
16-20 Years of 
experience (median=5) 
4.019 .012 
Insufficient resources allocation 3.339 Project member 
2011 data 
3.542 
3.087 
.011 
.045 
Lack of stakeholder involvement 
and/or participation 
3.306 Functional manager 
(median=4) 
3.813 .036 
Lack of documented requirements 
and/or success criteria 
3.274      
Lack of top management 
knowledge of product capabilities 
3.258 Outside advisor 
Functional manager 
Other contractor 
(median=4) 
3.525 
3.937 
4.176 
.050 
.005 
.000 
Team members lack requisite 
knowledge and/or skills 
3.226 PMO 2.632 .013 
Weak commitment of project team 3.121      
Lack of project management 
methodology 
2.782 Year 2013 data 
(median=4) 
    
No business case for the project 2.468       
Lack of project management office 2.016 1-3 years of experience 2.344 .036 
Source: own compilation 
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First of all, it is important to note that the gender does not have an important on the results.  
At the same time, the experience has a crucial impact on the results. Experienced IT 
professionals found communication deficiency (just like the moderately experienced ones), top 
management support, and personal resistance of stakeholders, thus the stakeholder-related 
factors more important than others. However, they found the change of project scope less 
important. It is reasonable to think that, an experienced IT professional can bear with changes 
more easily. But the less experienced IT professionals found the lack of PMO more important. 
Maybe they need more support than the others.  
The role has an important impact on the results as well. Project members found communication 
deficiency (together with the project sponsor) and insufficient resource allocation more 
important than others. It is logical to think that, they are interested in the implementation of the 
process where resources (work) and communication bears a great importance. Other contractors 
found personal resistance and lack of top management knowledge about the functionalities very 
important, while the latter found to be important by outside advisor and functional manager as 
well. Those who will use it, or those who will implement it in the course of a contractual 
relationship, logically overrate this factor. The lack of stakeholder involvement was found to 
be significantly more important by the functional manager, which reinforces the previous 
conclusion.  
It can be seen that the year does not have a considerable impact, thus the results can be 
considered to be stable. Only two exceptions can be found, the communication deficiency, 
where the last year’s IT professionals rated less important and insufficient resource allocation, 
where 2011-respondests ranked it as less important. 
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4.3. Principal Component Analysis of Project Failure Factors 
The results are summarized in the following table: 
Table 6: Principal component analysis of IT project failure factors 
Unweighted average 
evaluation of the key 
elements of the 
component: 
Components 
1. 
Project 
team 
2.  
Stakeholders 
3.  
PM 
methodology 
4.  
 
Goals 
5.  
 
Planning 
3.419 3.454 2.399 3.085 3.742 
Underestimating 
costs/time .031 .172 -.017 .122 .784 
Change of project scope 
-.133 -.210 .066 -.057 .701 
Communication deficiency 
among stakeholders .558 .084 -.086 .358 -.160 
Team members lack 
requisite knowledge and/or 
skills 
.796 .094 .238 .052 .060 
Weak commitment of 
project team .780 .125 .135 .029 -.056 
Lack of top management 
support .233 .768 .003 .122 -.026 
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Personal resistance of 
stakeholders -.086 .810 .105 -.063 .014 
Lack of stakeholder 
involvement and/or 
participation 
.299 .604 -.127 .138 .021 
Insufficient resources 
allocation .395 .155 .222 .458 .376 
Lack of documented 
requirements and/or 
success criteria 
.187 .053 .144 .604 .102 
Lack of top management 
knowledge of product 
capabilities 
-.133 .383 .396 .453 -.127 
No business case for the 
project .039 .013 .049 .809 -.002 
Lack of project 
management methodology .210 .011 .837 .115 -.009 
Lack of project 
management office .101 -.024 .825 .122 .106 
Source: own compilation 
As it can be seen from the table, five components can be created, which are as follows: 
 Project team related: this integrates the communication deficiency, the lack of team 
members knowledge and the weak commitment of the project team. 
 Other stakeholders related: this integrates the lack of top management support, the 
personal resistance of the stakeholders and the lack of stakeholders’ involvement. 
 PM methodology related: this integrates the lack of project management methodology 
and the lack of project management office. 
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 Goal related: this integrates the insufficient resource allocation, lack of documented 
requirements, lack of top management knowledge about the functionalities and the lack 
of business case. 
 Planning related: this integrates the underestimation of cost and/or time and the change 
of project scope. 
As a result of this analysis, five bigger groups could be created, which can be the base for further 
analyses or might help to improve trainings specialized for certain areas. 
4.4. Descriptive Analysis of IT PM Characteristics 
The results are summarized in the following table: 
Table 7: Perceived importance of IT PM characteristics 
  
Mod
e 
Media
n 
Mea
n 
Std. 
deviatio
n 
95% 
Confidence 
interval of 
mean 
Importan
t (4) and 
extremel
y 
importan
t (5) 
frequenc
y 
Stevenson & 
Starkweathe
r (2010):  
important 
(6) and 
extremely 
important 
(7) 
frequency 
Lowe
r 
Uppe
r 
Ability to 
communicate at 
multiple levels 
5 5 4.549 0.668 4.416 4.664 87,9% 93.5% 
Ability to deal 
with ambiguity 
and change 
5 5 4.487 0.670 4.354 4.602 85,5% 82.9% 
Leadership 5 5 4.425 0.765 4.283 4.558 83,1% 94.8% 
Attitude 5 4 4.168 0.844 4.000 4.327 73,4% 85.3% 
Experience 4 4 3.743 0.952 3.566 3.920 59,7% 67.1% 
Ability to 
escalate 
4 4 3.628 0.888 3.469 3.796 55,6% 66.3% 
Written skills 4 4 3.372 0.975 3.195 3.531 46,8% 87.1% 
Project subject 
or product 
knowledge 
4 3 3.177 1.037 2.991 3.354 39,5% na 
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Education 3 3 3.150 1.002 2.973 3.327 34,7% 37.7% 
PM 
methodology 
knowledge 
3 3 3.071 1.041 2.885 3.265 35,5% na 
Technical 
expertise 
3 3 2.761 0.975 2.593 2.938 21,8% 46.1% 
Past team size 3 3 2.584 0.894 2.442 2.743 13,7% 18.0% 
Length of prior 
engagements 
2 2 2.159 0.912 1.991 2.336 4,0% 23.0% 
PMP 
certification 
1 2 1.796 0.898 1.646 1.965 7,3% 15.4% 
Source: own compilation 
As it can be seen the most important competencies are the ability to communicate at multiple 
levels, the ability to deal with ambiguity and change, leadership, and attitude. More than 70% 
of IT professionals found them important. However the length of prior engagements and PMP 
certifications are almost negligible from the point of view of importance. 
There is a potential to compare these results with the findings of Stevenson and Starkweather 
(2010). We can conclude that the results are almost the same, except for length of prior 
engagement, technical expertise, and written skill. However, the first two can be considered to 
be of lower importance in both samples, but the latter is different significantly. This can be due 
to the fact that in Hungary many decisions are made orally (Lakotosné, 2015).  
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4.5. Significant Differences of IT PM Characteristics by Experience, Role, Gender 
and Year of Data Collection 
The results are summarized in the following table: 
Table 8: Significant differences of IT PM characteristics by experience, role, gender and year 
of data collection 
  Mean 
Professional sub-
group 
Sub-
sample 
mean 
Sig. 
Ability to communicate at multiple 
levels 
4.549       
Ability to deal with ambiguity and 
change 
4.487       
Leadership 4.425       
Attitude 4.168       
Experience 3.743       
Ability to escalate 3.628       
Written skills 3.372 Women (median=4)     
Project subject or product 
knowledge 
3.177       
Education 3.150 Year 2013 data 2.250 .027 
PM methodology knowledge 3.071 Year 2013 data 
Project sponsor 
2.125 
2.500 
.015 
.044 
Technical expertise 2.761 20+ years of 
experience 
(median=2) 
1-3 years of 
experience 
Year 2015 data 
(median=2) 
2.250 
3.161 
.037 
.037 
Past team size 2.584 Outside advisor 2.892 .010 
Length of prior engagements 2.159 Outside advisor 2.486 .007 
PMP certification 1.796 Women (median=2) 2.070 .037 
Source: own compilation 
It can be concluded that the results are more homogenous than in the previous case (IT failure 
factors). Moreover, IT professionals agree in the importance of first six characteristics.  
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From the gender perspective, women found written skills and PMP certification more 
important.  
From the point of view of role, only the project sponsor and the outside advisor thought 
significantly differently than the rest. Project sponsor found PM methodology knowledge less 
important, while the outside advisor found past team size and length of prior engagement more 
important.  
Considering the experience, the difference between the responses is only in case of the technical 
expertise. More experienced IT professionals found less important (even than the average), 
while the neonate IT professionals more important. 
The results can be considered very stable, just like in case of the previous part (critical failure 
factors), since only three times were the answers significantly different from the point of view 
of the response year. Education and PM methodology knowledge were found to be less 
important by the respondents of 2013, while the technical expertise was underrated by those, 
who filled the questionnaire in 2015. 
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4.6. Principal Component Analysis of IT PM Characteristics 
The results are summarized in the following table: 
Table 9: Principal component analysis of IT PM characteristics 
Un-weighted 
average 
evaluation of 
the key 
elements of the 
component: 
Component 
1.  
PM 
methodology 
2. 
 
Experience 
3. 
 
Knowledge 
4. 
Flexible 
leadership 
5.  
 
Communication 
2.832 2.829 3.029 4.095 4.359 
Ability to 
communicate 
at multiple 
levels 
.183 -.053 -.043 .077 .791 
Attitude -.153 .398 .057 .066 .688 
Ability to deal 
with ambiguity 
and change 
-.054 .449 -.128 .594 -.132 
Leadership .073 -.051 -.190 .526 .466 
Written skills .146 .017 .130 .800 .202 
Project subject 
or product 
knowledge 
.016 -.041 .830 .037 -.204 
Education .348 .071 .523 .295 .277 
Technical 
expertise 
.121 .171 .823 -.159 .056 
Experience .108 .784 .152 .039 .219 
Past team size .401 .442 .034 .464 -.071 
Length of prior 
engagements 
.415 .742 .038 .111 -.012 
Ability to 
escalate 
.584 .209 -.013 .094 .273 
PM 
methodology 
knowledge 
.832 .027 .093 .048 .024 
PMP 
certification 
.730 .160 .166 .064 -.064 
Source: own compilation 
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As it can be seen from the table, five components can be created, which are as follows: 
 PM methodology related: this integrates the ability to escalate, PM methodology 
knowledge, and PMP certification. 
 Experience related: this integrates the experience, past team size, and the length of prior 
engagement. 
 Knowledge related: this integrates the project subject or product knowledge, education, 
and technical expertise. 
 Flexible leadership related: this integrates the ability to deal with ambiguity and change, 
leadership, and attitude. 
 Communication related: this integrates the ability to communicate at multiple levels, 
and attitude. 
The latter two components, which can be considered as soft skills, summarizes more important 
competencies, while the first three, which mainly consists of hard skill, summarizes those, 
which bears of less importance according to respondents. It is worth to mention that, experience 
is less important (according to the respondents) than communication and leadership, ie. soft 
skills. However, researchers still argue about the tacit content of these elements (cf. Müller & 
Turner, 2010).  
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5. Conclusions 
 
The aim of the paper was to improve the understanding of project success. This was aimed to 
achieved by analysing the Hungarian IT industry from the point of critical failure factors and 
PM competencies. At the same time, due to the adopted questionnaire, there was a possibility 
to compare the Hungarian and the US IT project management environment. 
The first conclusion of the paper is the most important failure factors according to practitioners 
in Hungary are as follows: 
1. Underestimation of time and/or cost. 
2. Communication deficiency among stakeholders. 
3. Lack of top management support. 
More than 69% of professionals thought these are extremely important. However, in the States, 
professionals rated only the lack of the top management support to the TOP3 (as the first), 
together with planning related factors (other than the underestimation of time/cost). And it can 
be concluded that, American IT professionals think all bears of importance, while the 
Hungarian do differentiate. Thus it can be states that, the Hungarian and US project 
environment from this point of view is different. However, the IT PM competencies are not so 
different, the first four most important competencies are the same in both countries. The only 
differences are between the methodological factors and written communicational skills, which 
can be due to the different way of decision making and smaller average project and company 
size. 
It can also be concluded that men are women do not find differences between project failures, 
but women overrate written skills and PMP certification. At the same time, younger project 
managers think, technical skills are more important, while experienced project managers 
believe in communication, and thus they overrate failure factors which are related to it 
(communication deficiency, lack of top management support etc.). The answers according to 
roles are also significantly different, and it is not a surprise, since every role tend to 
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overemphasize factors/competencies which have a strong connection to it, and blame other 
stakeholders. And the answers received in each year can be considered to be stable, ie. they are 
not significantly different year by year (except for a few examples, like the education or PM 
methodology knowledge by respondents from 2013). 
Considering the component analysis, it can be concluded that the soft elements (especially 
communication) is at least as important as other factors. From the point of view of 
competencies, the communication and flexible leadership related ones are the most important, 
while the communication deficiency is one of the leading failure cause according to the 
professionals. However, the adequate planning cannot be neglected either. Thus an ideal project 
manager is flexible and has good communicational and leadership skill so recruiters should 
focus on these. 
The research has crucial limitations. First of all the sample size is very small, an increase in the 
number of responses could increase the relevance seriously. However, considering the size of 
the Hungarian IT community, and the similar international studies work with smaller sample 
size (Kappelman et al., 2006: n=55; Stevenson & Starkweather, 2010: n=80), the sample size 
of the paper can be considered enough. The second limitation is only IT industry were 
examined. A more widespread analysis, which considers other industries (with a bigger sample 
size) might also increase the relevance. However, in that case the conclusions could be too 
general to bear any relevance for practitioners. The third limitation is only Hungarian IT 
professional were asked. The relevance of the conclusions could be further increased, if other 
nations’ professionals were also asked. 
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Abstract:  The paper aims to analyse the project management education in a university. Since 
project management knowledge is complex, and tacit knowledge is also important, the 
knowledge transfer should contain both tacit and explicit elements. Based on the observation 
of the author’s project management courses and combining them with his own experience, it 
can be concluded that the explicit knowledge transfer at the sample university is sufficient, but 
tacit knowledge transfer still could be improved. There is need to do more simulation-based 
games in classes, invite experienced and entertaining guest lecturers and creating the possibility 
for students to try real-life project management, ie. building partnerships with companies to 
apply them as trainees or junior project managers. 
 
Keywords: project management competencies, project management education
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1. Introduction 
 
Project management trainings are always important since they have a direct impact on project 
success (see eg. Görög, 2013). Also, companies realized the importance of project success and 
invest high amount of money reaching it (cf. Bredillet, 2007; Görög, 2013). However, the huge 
amount of money investment does not reflect in the success rate achieved on projects (Standish 
Group, 2013). Researchers dedicated numerous researches to identify the most important 
reasons behind the success or failure of the projects (see eg. Blaskovics, 2014; Kappelman, 
McKeeman, & Zhang, 2006; Fortune & White, 2006; Standish Group, 2013) and found that the 
leading causes are as follows: 
 inappropriate project scope definition, 
 inadequate resource allocation, 
 organizational features (like lack of senior management support), 
 lack of competencies of the project manager and project team. 
Based on these causes, and considering the nature of projects and management (see eg. Szabó, 
2012) it can be concluded that the project manager is a key player in achieving project success 
(see eg. Görög, 2013). Companies, professional institutions, consultancies and universities 
realized this, and the importance of a trained project manager and organized trainings or special 
programs to improve their knowledge (cf. Nemeslaki, 1995; PMI, 2006). These yielded the 
improvement of project success (cf. Standish Group, 1995; 2009).  
However, the backbones of these were defined in the ‘90s or the beginning of the new 
millennium, but the understanding of projects and project management has changed to a great 
extent in the last decades (Blaskovics, 2014). The aforementioned institutions realized this and 
the new project management concepts (like agile project management) and started to redesign 
their trainings or programs. The programs are now up-to-date, but the evaluation of them is still 
in progress. There is a need to measure whether the programs/trainings are (cf. Lee-Kelley & 
Blackman, 2011; Wateridge, 1997): 
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 holistic, ie. contains every given topic that is needed for being a professional project 
manager, 
 up-to-date, ie. the program should be relevant even for a 2010s project manager 
 easy-to-catch, ie. those who listen the trainings or programs should be satisfied with the 
way of knowledge transfer, and every important piece of information should be 
transferred to the recipient 
Based on all these, the importance of project management trainings and programs are inevitable, 
but an evaluation of them is still missing. Thus a feedback about the current state of a program 
could be important both for professionals and academic people as well. 
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2. Literature review 
 
2.1. Teaching concepts 
There are two classic teaching concepts/approaches nowadays, which are as follows (cf. Phillips 
& Ochs, 2004): 
 Prussian way of teaching, 
 Anglo-Saxon way of teaching. 
The first concept emphasizes the importance of the lexical knowledge and the one-sided 
communication. The backbone of this teaching is the lectures and the learning from books. Due 
to this structure, the classic explicit knowledge element transfer is very effective, if the 
tutors/teachers/trainers apply the Prussian concept. 
The second concept emphasizes the debates and discussions and the two-sided communication. 
The backbone of this is the seminars and in many cases the teacher is more like a tutor, 
moderator or facilitator than a classic teacher. Due to this structure, the tacit knowledge element 
transfer is more effective than in a Prussian way of teaching. However, due to this, there is less 
emphasis on the explicit knowledge transfer. Thus students should acquire lexical knowledge 
from other sources (like from books or from the internet). 
It is important to note that, it is rare to find one of these in their pure forms. Usually a 
combination of these two is applied. In universities, the courses are split into lectures and 
seminars. The first is dedicated to one-sided communication, thus the explicit, lexical 
knowledge transfer, while the second is usually dedicated to discussions and debates. However, 
one dominant way of teaching can be identified in most cases which has an impact on the 
structure of the lectures, seminars or the trainings as well. 
A third type of teaching concept can also be experienced, which is usually applied by 
consultancies or specialized teachers (cf. Eskerod, 2010). This is a very intense few-day-long 
training, where the tutors try to merge the explicit and tacit knowledge elements into one. The 
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backbone of this is relying on the experience of the participants and tries to lead them to the 
solutions. At the same time, the tutors should solve the explicit knowledge transfer in a ‘leading’ 
way also, ie. they seemingly just synthetize what the participants say. However, the tutors 
conceal the new information elements among the syntheses. 
It cannot be stated that one of the ways is the most effective. There are many factors, which 
influences the effectiveness of teaching. For example (cf. Eskerod, 2010; Deutsch, & Berényi, 
2016; Görög, 2013; Lee-Kelley & Blackman, 2011; Wateridge, 1997): 
 type of knowledge, 
 type of discipline, 
 geographical area, 
 participants’/students’ characteristics, 
 company’ strategic goals, mission, vision 
 characteristics of the tutors/teachers. 
2.2. Basic characteristics of the discipline/knowledge, ie. the project management 
Project management is an eclectic discipline, where the explicit, ie. the lexical and the tacit, ie. 
the applied knowledge elements are both bear of great importance (cf. Blaskovics, 2014; Görög, 
2013; Szabó, 2012). The range of competencies a project manager should possess is very broad. 
Authors emphasized the importance of the appropriate leadership style and personal 
characteristics (see eg. Barna & Deák, 2012; Blaskovics, 2014; Görög, 2013; Turner & Müller, 
2010, Wateridge, 1997) 
Other authors concentrated on the level/depth of knowledge of project management (see eg. 
Cleland, 1994, Görög, 2013). However, they both agree on project management nowadays 
being very complex. Researchers identified three types of knowledge elements (capabilities) of 
project management (see eg. Cleland, 1993; Görög, 2013; Pinto, 2000): 
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 Technical capabilities: these contain those knowledge elements, which are related to the 
project result. This could be the financial knowledge (cf. Virág – Fiáth – Kristóf – 
Varsányi, 2013; Virág – Kristóf, 2005) or the technical components. 
 Human capabilities: these contain those elements, which are related to the management 
of stakeholders (cf. Pinto, 2000; Ligetvári, & Berényi, 2015). 
 Project related capabilities: these contain those knowledge elements, which are related 
to the professional content of project management (cf. PMI, 2013). 
And ideal project manager possesses the combination of these three. However, the ratio of these 
elements differ sector-by-sector, industry-by-industy (cf. Aranyossy – Blaskovics – Horváth, 
2015; PMI, 2013). 
In parallel with this, Cleland (1994) reveals that the project related capabilities have three levels, 
which are as follows: 
 knowledge, 
 skill, 
 attitude. 
The first level is the lexical knowledge, ie. whether the project manager possesses a certain 
explicit knowledge element. This second is the ability to use the knowledge. While the third 
means the project managers approach towards projects (like strategic orientation, stakeholder-
orientation or best practice orientation [see eg. Blaskovics, 2014]). Authors revealed that, the 
first level contains mainly explicit knowledge, and in the third, the tacit is the dominant 
(Blaskovics, 2014; Görög, 2013). 
At the same time, Blaskovics (2014) reveals that: 
 Tacit knowledge is very important 
 Attitude towards projects bears of importance 
 Leadership style and personal characteristics are very important 
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As a conclusion, it can be stated that project management is a complex set of knowledge 
elements, and in case of knowledge transfer, both the tacit and explicit knowledge is important. 
Just like the different area of knowledge, like the technical or human. 
2.3. Knowledge transfer in project management 
Knowledge transfer is transferring knowledge elements from a sender to a recipient. In case of 
project management, this should encompass both the tacit and explicit knowledge elements (see 
previous chapter). 
Sole and Wilson (2002) collected the knowledge sharing elements, which are as follows: 
 Storytelling: telling examples for the recipients (mainly in the course of stories). 
 Modelling: the sender serves an example for the recipient (like a mentor). 
 Simulation: creating an environment where the recipient can try to solve a situation (like 
a computer game). 
 Codified resources: written forms of knowledge elements (like manuals, books). 
 Symbolic objects: the knowledge is manifested in a symbol (like maps, signs, 
prototypes). 
Horváth (2013) refined the model of Sole and Wilson (2002), and group the different 
knowledge sharing methods according to the kind of knowledge elements in which they are 
efficient to share. This is encapsulated in the following figure: 
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Figure 1: Knowledge transfer elements
 
Source: Horváth (2013) 
2.4. Conclusion of knowledge sharing 
If we consider the nature of project management, and the way of knowledge sharing four 
conclusions can be formed: 
1. In case of knowledge sharing, both tacit and explicit elements of project management 
knowledge should be transferred. 
2. Based on this, there is a need to apply at least one of the modelling, storytelling and 
simulation, and one from codified resources and symbolic objects. 
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3. Considering the second statement true, education is an efficient way of knowledge 
sharing. 
4. Since tacit and explicit knowledge are both important, an ideal combination of Prussian 
and Anglo-Saxon way of teaching should be applied. 
In case of Prussian way of teaching, the emphasis should be on the explicit knowledge transfer, 
ie. on the lectures, one-sided communication or on books, slide-shows. It could be efficient, 
where the codified knowledge is the dominant, like in case of control, time planning or resource 
allocation. In case of Anglo-Saxon way of teaching, the emphasis should be on the tacit 
knowledge transfer, ie. on seminars, two-sided communication, guest lecturers’ presentations 
or situation games. It could be efficient, where the tacit knowledge is the dominants, like the 
communication, motivation or project scope definition. 
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3. Research and research methodology 
 
Considering the main aim of the paper, which is giving an evaluation about project management 
education, the research questions are as follows: 
 Is project management education adequate? 
 Is project management education suitable for the participants? 
Due to the nature of the research questions, an explanatory research was made. Based on these, 
hypotheses cannot be formed, instead of them, propositions were made: 
 Project management courses are up-to-date. 
 Project management courses can be improved. 
 Project management courses are found interesting by students. 
The sample was the project management courses in of a university located in Budapest. The 
data collection technique is observation, since the researcher is one of the teachers of the 
courses. This could distort the data collection, but the researcher relies on objective numbers, 
not subjective information defined by himself. Thus the potential for biased results is 
acceptable.  
There were four project management courses organized by the department of the author in the 
university: 
 Managing Single Projects (for BA students) 
 Managing Single Projects (for those MA students who haven’t learnt BA Managing 
Single Projects) 
 Project Management (for non-management specialized BA students) 
 Organizational Project Management (for MA students) 
 Project Management (for BA students wanting to learn in English) 
 Project Management (for Erasmus Students) 
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 Project Management I (for postgraduate students) 
 Project Management II (for postgraduate students) 
Due to the nature of the courses, two were selected; Managing Single Projects and 
Organizational Project Management. The reason behind this is the combined material of these 
two courses cover and exceeds the material of every other courses combined. 
3.1. Characteristics of the courses 
The courses of the sample university are usually taught in a combination of the Prussian and 
Anglo-Saxon way, but more elements are adopted from the Prussian way. There is one 90-
minute-long lecture and seminar per. The lecture is usually building on the one-way knowledge 
transfer, ie. the topic of the lesson is presented by the lecturer. At home, the students should 
enhance their knowledge with the book or the materials provided by the teachers. The seminars 
are usually more interactive, trying to solve case studies or dummy assignments, which are 
related to the lecture. In the course of these, the students try to improve both their knowledge 
and skills (cf. Cleland, 1994). 
In case of project management, the situation is very similar. There is one lecture and seminar 
per week from Organizational Project Management. But there is one lecture per week and one 
seminar per fortnight in case of Managing Single Projects. However, the knowledge transfer is 
similar, the lecture is based on the current topic and thus the one-sided communication. While 
the seminars are based on the two-sided communication with an emphasis on the discussion 
related to the home-assignments of the given topic. The reason behind this is as follows. In the 
lecture and at home, students can learn the basic knowledge elements that are needed to solve 
5 (BA) or 7 (MA) homework and in the end learn project management. Thus this improves the 
knowledge dimension of the project related capabilities (cf. Cleland, 1994). This knowledge 
should be used in the course of the home assignments, and it is transformed into skills. And the 
acquired skills are deepened in seminars in the course of discussing 1-3 groups’ home 
assignments together. So this kind of structure relies on the followings: 
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 lecture (acquiring the knowledge), 
 learning/reading at home (deepening the knowledge), 
 preparing home assignments (transforming knowledge into skill), 
 group discussions in seminars (deepening the skill and further deepen knowledge). 
 
3.2. Students’ characteristics 
The students’ characteristics are basically the same. In BA, students usually have non or 
moderate working experience. However, the amount of experience per student is increasing in 
the long run due to the companies’ job requirements. At the same time, their project 
management knowledge is minimal or zero. MA students have more work experience and more 
general and project management knowledge. The latter is supported by the fact that Managing 
Single Projects is a prerequisite of this course. 
But the knowledge transfer requirements by students are different. Nowadays, students belong 
to Y (and in a few years the Z) generation. The characteristics of this generation from project 
management teaching aspect is that they are less patient and active (speak in class), harder to 
grab their attention, and they require more high-tech or visual elements in the course of 
knowledge transfer (cf. Horváth & Darabos, 2011; Schäffer, 2013; Vécsey, 2011).  
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4. The Results 
 
4.1. Evaluation of project management courses 
In order to evaluate the project management courses, there is a need to analyse globally: 
 the content, 
 and the students feedbacks. 
Checking the shceduling of the courses (see Appendix 1 & 2), it can be concluded that the 
explicit knowledge transfer is appropriate (cf. PMI, 2013), but the tacit knowledge transfer is 
lacking. For example, the leadership or communication elements are not transferred properly.  
At the same time, students like courses, based on the internal evaluation, the course receives 
more than 3.5 out of 5. However, the variance of the teachers shows a big difference.  
Table 1: Evaluation of project management courses I 
 2014 2015 2016 
 1st 
semester 
2nd 
semester 
1st 
semester 
2nd 
semester 
1st 
semester 
2nd 
semester 
Project 
Management 
(BA) 
 4.24  4.07  3.85 
Project 
Management 
(MA) 
4.05 4.39 4.03 3.66 4.05 4.33 
Source: own compilation 
Thus it can be concluded that, the project management courses are good and up-to-date, 
however, there is a need to focus more on tacit knowledge elements, like attitude, leadership 
style or personal characteristics (cf. Blaskovics, 2014). At the same time, there is a need to 
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improve the knowledge transfer, since the newer generations want to learn in a more spectacular 
and entertaining way. 
Considering Horváth’s (2013) model, there is a need to increase storytelling, role modelling 
and simulations. The first encompasses the tutor’s own personal stories and experience. 
However, this needs to be presented in a well-structured good-to-hear way. Another way is 
inviting experienced project managers who are entertaining at the same time. He or she can tell 
his/her own stories showing the back and forth of project management. The modelling 
encompasses the internships, partner programs and a closer cooperation between student and 
teacher. The prerequisite of this is to build networks with companies who hire students. At the 
same time, teachers need to increase the energy invested in consultations. The third way, 
simulations are encompassed in the course of class assignments or situation games. The 
potential methods and benefits are encapsulated in the following figure: 
Table 2: Tacit knowledge transfer element examples 
 Good for Way of doing 
Storytelling Role model 
Motivation of students 
Teacher’s personal 
experience 
Guest lecturers 
Modelling Learning very fast 
See everything ‚on the spot’ 
Internships 
Partner programs 
Teacher acts as tutor 
Simulations Learning by doing 
Gamification 
Class assignments 
Games 
Source: own compilation 
However, there are constraints which needs to be considered. These are as follows: 
 duration and amount of classes, 
 motivation of students, 
 lack of widespread partnerships. 
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The author could only focus on seminars, since he does not hold lectures regularly. Thus, he 
has a limited amount of time. Subtracting the first and last class (introduction and farewell), he 
has only 5*90 minutes in BA and 12*90 minutes in MA. This is very limited time so there is 
not enough room for everything. Especially, if we consider that the project management 
experience of students is low, so there is a need to transfer the basic project management toolkit 
as well. 
Students nowadays are less likely to contribute to class voluntarily. They can be considered 
passive, and the final grade is more important for them than knowledge. Therefore, they are 
less likely to answer questions. However, this does not mean that there are no students who 
want to contribute, but the teacher needs to rely on other teaching elements as well.  
The department that holds project management classes does not have a widespread industrial 
partnership network. This limits the number of students who can be sent to internships and 
corporate programs. 
4.2. Potential for upgrading 
Based on the above-mentioned facts, there is a need to integrate tacit knowledge transfer 
elements into project management courses, with a consideration of the limitations. There are 
four ways to upgrade: 
 Adding more simulation-based assignments 
 Less classic assignments 
 More interesting and experienced guest lecturers 
 Enhancing current network with: 
o Companies 
o Organizations/Chambers 
The amount of simulation games is limited due to number of lectures. This could be short real 
life examples, like generating potential founding for the project. The basic simulation game can 
be twofold. The first is describing a situation, where the most important details are set and the 
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students should act in this system. There could be cards, roles or external/internal factors which 
should influence their acts. If the case study is written in an entertaining way, it can be 
considered as a special simulation. The second is the ‘free assignments’. This means that 
students can use everything, can leave the room, use computer/internet, but they need to solve 
a special task the best they could. Like presenting a time plan in the most spectacular way. 
The second could create time for the first. At the same time, students are less inclined to solve 
one-sided communication relied assignments. However, in some cases (like in case of 
calculations) there is a need for them in order to practice properly. 
Guest lecturers are always useful since they bring something new to the class. They could bring 
a new tone, share new stories, maybe a different perspective than the teacher. Thus, their role 
is indispensable. However, there is a need to set a limit to it, since if too many are invited, the 
novelty and interestingness is dissolved.  
Enhancing current networks are always useful for two reasons. On one hand, it could mean 
perspectives for students who apply for courses. On the other hand, it could increase the 
knowledge, skills and attitude of the students at the same time. And maybe one of the best ways 
of improving the level of knowledge is learning by doing.  
4.3. Current situation 
There is a need to note that, the project management seminars held by the author is in the middle 
of the transformation process. Some improvements are already made, which are as follows: 
 Games are introduced for every ‘free class’, ie. for those classes which are not 
introductions or farewell classes or except for those where there are guest lecturers. 
 Some case-studies (real-life based) are created. The focus of these studies is a special 
project management aspect which needs to be practiced for the home assignments  
 The good solution of the games and case-studies are rewarded which increase the 
motivation of students. 
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 Interesting, experienced and entertaining guest lecturers are invited course by course. 
For BA course, only 1 could be invited, for MA 3-5 can be invited. These guest lecturers 
are time-tested, thus they not just have a project management experience, but they are 
experienced lecturers as well, which could increase the satisfaction of students. 
4.4. Evaluation of the current situation 
The aforementioned upgrades seem to work due to four reasons: 
 The researchers acquire higher points in evaluation than the average. However, this 
could be due to other reasons, not just due to the reforms. 
 The number of students in the non-compulsory classes, like lectures are increasing. This 
was dramatic in the last semester, when more than 30% of the students were attending 
in most of the cases (before under 20%).  
 The number of students for the non-compulsory class1, the Managing Single Projects is 
increasing: 353 in 2014, 382 in 2015 and 412 in 20162. However, this could also be due 
to other reasons (for example the internal structure of students). 
 The participation of students is improving. More and more students try to contribute to 
the new type of class assignment. Of course there are still students, who are passive, but 
the number is decreasing. 
 The level of activity during classic tasks is decreasing. For example the level of 
assignments sometimes lower than before, less students willing to contribute to class or 
learn the topic of the day. However, this could also be thanked to the Y generation 
attributes, not to the new structure. 
                                                          
1 It is compulsory for only one specialization in Faculty of Business Administration. 
2 The reform of the author sterted in 2014 in BA, this is why the first year is this. In MA he started to teach at 
the first semester of 2015. 
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At the same time the general evaluation of the courses is increasing3. It is summarized in the 
following table: 
Table 3: Evaluation of project management courses II 
 2014 2015 2016 
 1st 
semester 
2nd 
semester 
1st 
semester 
2nd 
semester 
1st 
semester 
2nd 
semester 
Project 
Management 
(BA) 
 3.56  3.97  4.01 
Project 
Management 
(MA) 
4.09 3.70 4.11 4.02 4.09 4.18 
Source: own compilation 
It can be seen that the highest results were in the last semester, and there is a constant increase 
in BA, and except for 2015 1st semester, there is an increase from 2015 in MA as well. Thus it 
can be concluded that, a better course is provided for the students. Of course, there are other 
reasons for this than the reform, and there is no evidence for not having the same score without 
these, but every reaction and score suggest that the reforms are working. However, there are 
still room for improvement. These are as follows: 
 The level of situational games can be improved. 
 The level of case studies can be improved. 
 There is a need to provide possibility for student to ‘practice’ project management, ie. 
broadening the network or create links with professional organizations to help finding 
students project management jobs. 
                                                          
3 The points are on a five-point Lickert-scale and the question was: ’How much did you benefit from the 
course?’ 
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5. Conclusion 
Project management education is very important nowadays. However, this is a difficult task, 
since there is a need to transfer tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge at the same time, while 
there is a need to do it according to the needs of students. 
The author started to enhance project management training based on his own experience and 
the literature. He is still in the middle, but considerable results can be seen. 
Of course, the results should be considered with care due to three reasons. First of all, the sample 
is too small; only two courses were selected from one Faculty of one University. Then, there is 
no statistical evidence for the coincidence (due to the low number of years and small sample 
size). Finally, there could be other more important factors (like the attitude of students), which 
could influence the overall acceptance of the course and satisfaction of students. 
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7. Appendix 
 
Appendix 1: Scheduling of Managing Single Project 
Time Lecture Seminar 
Week 1 Basic requirements, terms, 
role of project management in 
organizations 
Creating groups, choose 
projects 
Week 2 Project scope definition, 
planning 
 
Week 3 Strategy-oriented project 
management 
Project scope definition  
Week 4 Project success, project 
marketing 
 
Week 5 Time and resource planning I Project marketing 
Week 6 Time and resource planning II  
Week 7 Time and resource planning 
III 
Time planning 
Week 8 Project control  
Week 9 Risk management Analysis of time plan 
Week 10 Human aspects of project 
management 
 
Week 11 Project organizational 
arrangements 
Project control 
Week 12 Tender I  
Week 13 Tender II Tender 
Week 14 Project closing, project 
documents 
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Appendix 2: Scheduling of Organizational Project Management 
Time Lecture 
Week 1 Introduction 
Week 2 Types of contract and forms 
of payment 
Week 3 Tendering I 
Week 4 Tendering II 
Week 5 Selecting the most 
appropriate form of payment 
and type of contract 
Week 6 Project programs 
Week 7 Project-based and project-
oriented organizations 
Week 8 Regulation of project 
management process in 
organizations 
Week 9 Project management 
maturity I 
Week 10 Project management 
maturity II, Project cash-flow 
analysis I 
Week 11 Project cash-flow analysis II 
Week 12 Project marketing 
Week 13 Agile project management  
Week 14 Project management 
standards 
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Abstract: This paper aims to introduce the basic forms of professional project management 
training programmes. It starts with the general view and then focuses on the higher educational 
specialities. In the second part eight dimensions were identified, based on which a comparative 
overview could be prepared about the higher educational institution’s project management 
educational programs. The author is preparing a study about the Hungarian academic project 
management education in 2017, and this is a brief outline about the current situation of the 
project management education. 
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“The practice of project management will be 
                                              the activity that makes or breaks many global 
companies in this economic environment” 
                                     Rich Karlgaard at Forbes leadership meeting (2008) 
1. Introduction – the growing importance of project management 
 
Job outlooks in project management seem to be very advantageous in the last few years. In 
February 2016 the online edition of Forbes magazine published a list of “The Most In-Demand 
Jobs (And What They Pay)” (Strauss, 2016). The article, which is based on the annual report of 
Randstad U. S., introduced the most in-demand positions in an industrial breakdown. Project 
managers were mentioned as the leading position in the information technology sector (where 
salary varies from $73,000 to $121,000 annually, with an average of $98,000). 
The world’s biggest project management association, the Project Management Institute 
(PMI) also issued a report in 2013 which forecasted the future of the project management 
profession between 2010 and 2020. It came to the conclusion that “15,7 million new project 
management roles will be added globally across seven project-intensive industries by 2020” 
(Project Management Institute, 2013, pp 2.). This report was one of the fists which defined 
those sectors in which project-oriented work is considered to be significant and where the so 
called project management expertise seems to be an inevitable or very important element of the 
profession. Altogether seven project-intensive industries were listed in the report; (1) 
manufacturing, (2) business services, (3) finance and insurance, (4) oil and gas, (5) information 
services, (6) construction, (7) utilities.  The same report also pointed out that the demand for 
project managers will be geographically uneven (Project Management Institute, 2013). On one 
hand, the need for trained project management practitioners will be the highest in the emerging 
countries like China, India or Brazil. On the other hand, significant need could be realized in 
developed countries with already established project management industries like Japan and 
Germany. 
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Figure 1: Countries with established or quickly developing project management industries 
 
Source: Own compilation based on Project Management Institute (2013) 
 
The significance of project management in the global economy is shown by an Oracle 
(Primavera) report which claimed that approximately 20 % of global aggregate Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) was represented by project work (Oracle, 2011), which reached 12 trillion USD. 
The privileged position of project management in the labour market could be seen in one of 
the world’s leading economies in the United States as well. The Bureau of Labor Statistics 
(BLS) which operates under the radar of the United States Department of Labor has issued the 
Occupational Outlook Handbook. In this handbook they give an overview about the 
occupations and they publish various statistics about the. In the category called “management 
occupations” the first two profession based on their 2015 median salary are as follows:   
 Nr. 1.: Architectural and Engineering Managers (“Architectural and engineering 
managers plan, direct, and coordinate activities in architectural and engineering companies.”, 
United States Department of Labor, n.a) 
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 Nr. 2.: Computer and Information Systems Managers (“Computer and information 
systems managers, often called information technology (IT) managers or IT project managers, 
plan, coordinate, and direct computer-related activities in an organization.” United States 
Department of Labor, n.a). 
From the job descriptions it could be seen that both management professions are project-
related jobs, which require high level of project management expertise.  The prestige of this 
occupations are represented by the fact that both jobs offer an average salary over 130 000 
USD. 
 
Even though the growing number of projects we should also mention a less advantageous 
fact as well. Current studies came to the conclusion that there is no significant increase in the 
project success rates. The most well-known project success report is made by the Standish 
Group, which issued its Chaos report. It is important to mention as a limitation of this report 
that it focuses on IT projects. Based on its results there could be seen no significant change in 
the proportion of the successful-challenged and failed projects in the last five years, which also 
underpins the fact that there is a need for trained project management professionals in the 
economy. 
 
Table 1: Project success rates in the Chaos report 2015 
Modern Resolution (On Time, On Budget, with a satisfactory result) on for all Projects 
 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
SUCCESSFUL 29% 27% 31% 28% 29% 
CHALLENGED 49% 56% 50% 55% 52% 
FAILED 22% 17% 19% 17% 19% 
Source: Standish Group (2015) 
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As a summary, four aspects are introduced, which underpin the importance of the project 
management education. 
(1) The number of projects and the project-related work is significant in the world economy. 
(2) It is projected that the number of projects and the project-related work is going to grow 
in the near future. 
(3) Currently project management is listed amongst the most in-demand positions in both 
the developing and the developed economies of the world. 
(4) The prestige of project management as an occupation is increasing and it is listed 
amongst the highest paid management jobs. 
Expectedly, the need for project management professionals will grow in the upcoming years, so the 
significance of the project management education will also increase. 
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2. Project Management education - How could we educate project 
managers? 
2.1 The most important project management standards 
Before we introduce the current forms of the project manager trainings, the most important 
project management standards should be listed which serve as a base for the training 
programmes and representing the current approaches of project management. This phase lists 
only three standards and does not pursue to give a complete overview. 
Project management as a profession emerged from the practice. As a result of the intention 
to increase the professionalism of project management several standards came to existence to 
provide guidelines for the professionals. The upcoming section summarizes the three most 
important ones. 
 Project Management Institute’s (PMI) A Guide to the Project Management Body of 
Knowledge (PMBoK Guide): PMI (www.pmi.org) was founded in 1969 and it is the world’s 
leading professional association organization focusing on project management nowadays. It 
operates as a non-profit professional organization and its headquarter can be found in Newton 
Square, Pennsylvania in the United States, but it has several local chapters worldwide. It issued 
its set of standard terminology and guidelines for project management in 1996, Since its first 
publication PMBoK Guide has become one of the leading standards in PM. The newest edition, 
which will be the 6th is scheduled to the first quarter of 2017. The seventh edition will consist 
of 5 process groups, 10 knowledge areas which will be broken down into 49 processes. One of 
the biggest criticism regarding the PMBoK that it puts bigger emphasis on the hard skills over 
the soft skills, or explicit knowledge oriented (Crawford L. et all, 2006). The PMBoK’s 
dominance is significant in North America (Thomas and Mengel, 2008). 
 International Project Management Association (IPMA): IPMA 
(http://www.ipma.world/) is an European professional association of project management, 
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whose history goes back till 1964.  It has also published its own common framework document, 
which is called IPMA Competence Baseline (ICB). “IPMA’s approach to project management 
is broken down into 46 competence elements, covering the technical competence for project 
management (20 elements), the professional behaviour of project management personnel (15 
elements) and the relations with the context of the projects, programmes and portfolios (11 
elements) (International Project Management Association, n.a.).” 
 Australian Institute of Project Management (AIPM): It is the biggest professional 
project management institute in the Australasian region, located in Sydney. In 2009 AIPM 
became an IPMA) Member Association. It has published its Professional Competency 
Standards for Project Management (https://www.aipm.com.au/certification/aipm-
certification/competency-standards-for-pm).  
The current standards were released in 2008, they are called as follows: 
o The Certified Practising Project Practitioner (CPPP) 
o The Certified Practising Project Manager (CPPM) 
o The Certified Practising Senior Project Manager (CPSPM) 
o The Certified Practising Project Director (CPPD) 
o The Certified Practising Portfolio Executive (CPPE) 
 
2.2 Educational and certificate programs in project management 
Educational and certificate programs in project management could be divided into three 
main categories: 
 “Learning by doing”: Thomas and Mengel claimed that “there is no or little empirical 
evidence that trained and or certified project managers are any more successful than 
„accidental” project managers in today’s complex world” (Thomas and Mengel, 2008, pp 2). 
Learning-by-doing is a very common, informal way of project management training. In these 
cases, the project manager has not participated in any specialized project management related 
training programme, but learns the profession based on his work-experiences. 
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 Professional training programmes: They could be divided into two main categories; 
programmes by Registered Education Providers and company specific in-house project 
management training programmes. 
o Project management training programmes provided by Registered Education 
Providers: The Project Management Professional Certification (PMP) has become the most 
commonly acknowledged global certification for project managers. Most companies expect 
these as an entrance requirement for the project management jobs. This professional training 
programme has prerequisites as follows: 
 at least secondary degree (high school diploma, associate’s degree or the global 
equivalent), 
 7 500 hours leading and directing projects, 
 and 35 hours project management education, 
or 
 four-year degree, 
 4 500 hours leading and directing projects, 
 and 35 hours project management education 
(https://www.pmi.org/certifications/types/project-management-pmp). 
To maintain this PMP certificate, the project managers have to earn at least 60 professional 
development units each year. 
o Company specific in-house project management training programmes: In these case, a 
project-oriented company where the proportion of projects is significant offers special in-house 
trainings for its project managers. 
 Academic training programmes: Nowadays several academic institutions are providing 
project management related programmes all around the world. The following section will 
introduce a possible way to analyse them. 
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Figure 2: Educational and certificate programs in project management 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own compilation 
2.3 Educational programmes in project management offered by academic institutions 
Nowadays many institutions offer project courses but the author identified a lack in the 
literature regarding a comparative overview of the academic educational programmes, so 
altogether eight dimensions were selected based on which the project management course 
portfolio of the academic institutions could be compared. These dimensions are as follows: 
1. (Academic) level of the project management courses: this dimension measures that on 
which academic level(s) does the higher educational institute offer a project management 
related course. In Hungary the following academic levels could be distinguished:  
a. bachelor level (BA/BSc), 
b. master level (MA/MSc),  
c. postgraduate level, 
d. registered training programme, 
e. PhD level. 
2. Project Management Major: It is considered to be an important milestone of the project 
management education if an institution is ready to launch an educational program with project 
management major. Project management (as scientific area) could be: 
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a. the major 
b. one of the main modules 
c. part of main modules 
d. elective part of the educational programme. 
3. Content of the project management courses: It should be covered which knowledge 
areas or competencies should be covered. The three most important competency groups are as 
follows:  
a. Technical capabilities 
b. Human capabilities 
c. Project-related capabilities (Blaskovics, 2014 referred to Cleland, 1994) 
 
4. Language: It should also be considered whether the higher educational institute offers 
its project management courses in foreign language(s) as well or only in the official language 
of the given country. 
5. Length: The duration of the project management course. 
6. Prerequisites and exams /requirements: Here the possible course prerequisites should 
be listed and also the form of the examination based on which the course evaluation will be 
done (oral, written, seminar work etc.) 
7. Type of project management courses: In the curriculum of the educational 
programme(s) project Management courses could be core or elective. 
8. Applied teaching methodology: Courses could be lecture-based or seminar-based or the 
mix of these two. It should be mentioned whether practice- or fieldwork is involved or not. 
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Figure 3: Dimensions of analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own compilation 
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3. Conclusion, limitation and further research 
 
The author's main aim was to give a general overview about the situation of project 
management profession and its educational background. Based on the analysis, it became clear 
that the need for project management professionals will grow in the upcoming decade, so 
project management education is a relevant research topic.  
This article does not focus on the criticisms of the current educational forms, although the 
supervision of the current forms of project manager education could be an interesting and valid 
question for the academic and professional community. In the last years several articles were 
born which aimed to rethink the project management education (eg. Berggren and Söderlund, 
2008). 
In Hungary ten higher educational institution are planned to be involved in the proposed 
research of the author in 2017 which aims to draw an overview about the current academic 
project management education. The research will be built on the eight dimensions which were 
identified in this research paper. This could contribute to the better understanding of the current 
educational situation and could serve as a base for future improvements. 
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